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Executive Summary 
 
Mandated Procedures for the Transfer of Person Identifiable Data (PID) and 
other Sensitive or Confidential Information  

Document Objectives: 
 

To provide guidance and procedures to ensure the security and 
confidentiality of all Trust Person Identifiable Data and other Sensitive 
or Confidential Information during electronic and hard copy transfer, in 
line with Government, DH and the CFH Information Governance 
Assurance Framework (IGAF) requirements 

 

Group/Persons 
Consulted: 
 

Informatics, Information Governance, Health Care Governance, SIRO, 
Caldicott Guardian and the Information Governance Committee 

 
Monitoring 
Arrangements and 
Indicators: 

Ensure all data transfers fall within best information security and 
governance mandated methodology. Ensure best practice. 
Preparedness for SUI eventuality 

Training Implications: 
 

Information Governance Assurance Framework, Induction training, 
update training, use of encrypted laptops, use of encrypted USB sticks. 
Safeguarding hardcopy data 

Equality Impact 
Assessment: 
 

Completed and signed off 

 
Resource implications: 
 
 
 

Encryption of laptops, data mapping, risk assessment – manpower 
resources 
Issue of Trust approved and supplied encrypted USB sticks financial 
and manpower 

Intended Recipients: 
 

All Staff, particularly those handling PID 

 
Who should:- 
 

 

 be aware of the 
document and where 
to access it 

 

All staff. SIRO 

 

 understand the 
document 

 

All staff, SIRO 

 
 have a good working 

knowledge of the 
document 

 

Information Asset Owners (IAOs), System Owners, Information Asset 
Administrators, System Managers, Information Governance Staff, 
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Mandated Procedures for the Transfer of Person Identifiable Data (PID) 
and other Sensitive or Confidential Information 

1. Introduction 

As part of the continuing development of security controls to public sector data and, in 
particular the security of information transferred between locations and organisations this is 
an updated version of the original guidance produced in September 2009. The Trust 
identified bulk data transfers of person identifiable and other sensitive information going out 
of the Trust and has been and is continuing to review the current security for flows of Person 
Identifiable Data (PID), Sensitive and corporate information. 

Whilst the initial exercise highlighted some areas which needed to be improved and the 
original interim document detailed guidance that reinforced existing policies and procedures 
in addition to advising staff on best practice following the issue of more detailed guidance 
from the Department of Health and Connecting for Health (CfH). That guidance was issued 
under the Information Governance Assurance Programme (IGAP), since completed and 
replaced by a common approach to all issues dealing with data and information security, the 
Information Governance Assurance Framework (IGAF). Much of the operational framework 
to IGAF is contained in updated Trust policies and procedures, as well as the controls 
mandated within Version 8 of the Information Governance Toolkit 2010/11 

It is also a legal requirement of the Data Protection Act 1998 to protect and secure personal 
data. The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) recommends that portable and mobile 
devices (including media) used to store and transmit personal information, the loss of which 
could cause damage or distress to individuals, should be protected using approved 
encryption software which is designed to guard against the compromise of information. 

2. Information Governance – General 

The Information Governance site on the Trust Intranet provides a number of resources and 
training material which staff should be familiar with. It can be accessed from the link below: 

http://sthweb/InfoGovNhs/ 

It should also be noted that the Information Governance Department has now taken on the 
responsibilities of the Caldicott Guardian Function and the SIRO support role and has been 
renamed The Department for Information Governance, Caldicott & SIRO Support (IGCS), for 
the purposes of this document IGCS will be the preferred descriptor. 

2.1. Confidentiality – Staff Code of Conduct 

The current Trust Staff Code of Conduct details best practice in a number of areas relevant 
to the transfer of data and information and must be read and understood by all staff involved 
with the handling of Person Identifiable Data. It can be downloaded from the Intranet (see 
link below).  

http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/ConfidentialtyCodeOf
Conduct.pdf 

Of particular importance are all the items defined in Section 6. 

2.2. Data Protection 

 All Trust employees who record, store and/or process personal data in any form must ensure 
that they comply with the Data Protection Act 1998. Any PID held in manual or electronic 
records in a retrievable form is classed as a database and all databases must be registered 
under the Data Protection Act (DPA). This process is known as notification, and a Data 
Notification and Data Mapping Form should be completed for all such databases. The 
Notification Form can be found at the following link: 
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 http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/D-04000-1-7-
1DPANotificationForm.pdf  

The Trust’s Data Protection Policy can be accessed from the link below: 

 http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/DataProtectionPolicy.
pdf 

 Contact the IGCS for DPA advice or to make a registration. 

 It should be noted that, following continuing data loss within the public sector, legislation has 
now been passed which enables the Information Commissioner’s Office to levy varying 
degrees of legal sanctions which include fines against organisations breaching the Data 
Protection Act. A further sanction is the requirement for the Chief Executive to sign a 
publicised undertaking to maintain the security of information and data throughout the 
organisation. 

This Code of Practice supplements and updates the original guidance and provides 
more detailed advice for all staff in a number of specific areas and must be read 
carefully. 

3. Definition of Person Identifiable Data and Other Sensitive or Confidential 
Information 

Person Identifiable Data (PID) is defined as any patient or staff information which would 
enable that person’s identity to be established by one means or another. Generally this is 
interpreted as name, date of birth and full address but could also include hospital and NHS 
number.  Please remember that combinations such as postcode with date of birth could also 
be considered to provide identification. 

Sensitive or confidential information is regarded as information which if lost or misdirected 
could impact adversely on individuals, the organisation or the wider community.  Under the 
Data Protection Act sensitive personal data is defined as information about a data subject's 
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious beliefs or beliefs of a similar nature, trade 
union membership, physical or mental health or condition, sexual life, offences or alleged 
offences, and information relating to any proceedings for offences committed or allegedly 
committed by the data subject, including the outcome of those proceedings. 

In addition to personal and clinical information confidential information can include financial 
information, commercial information and details of any security arrangements e.g. 
passwords, usernames swipe-card pins, etc. 

4. Trust Approval Process and Methods of Data Transfer 

4.1. Trust Approval Process 

All storage of PID is classed as a database which legally must be registered with the IGCS. 

Any transfer of PID and/or sensitive or confidential information must have measures in place 
to ensure that it is secure in transit and that it reaches its intended destination promptly, 
safely and securely. Although initial work focussed on the ‘bulk-transfer’ of data (defined as 
over 51 records) it is considered that the impact of losing a smaller number of highly 
sensitive records is likely to have a greater impact, so all transfers of PID must be treated 
in the same way and risk assessed accordingly. 

A central register was established in January 2008 of all known bulk data transfers by writing 
to all System Owners/Managers and Consultant Medical Staff and a process was then put in 
place to capture any new flows of data. Following DH guidance the phrase System Owner 
has been replaced by Information Asset Owner (IAO) and that of System Managers by 
Information Asset Administrator (IAA), however both sets of terminology are acceptable.. 
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If any member of staff has established a new flow of data out of the organisation since 
January 2008 and has not registered this flow with the IGCS this should be done 
immediately: If you are uncertain if a data flow falls into this category or is registered, contact 
the IGCS for advice using the following email address infogov@sth.nhs.uk.The procedure to 
document and register a data flow is detailed in Appendix B of the link below. 

http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/D-04000-1-7-
1DPANotificationForm.pdf 

4.2. Methods of Data Transfer 

4.2.1. Use of Email within the Trust 

A large amount of data is now sent routinely using email. PID and sensitive information can 
be sent using the STHFT email system to other STHFT email addresses (those that end with 
sth.nhs.uk) but care must be taken to ensure that any recipients do not automatically forward 
their email to another email address (other than an STHFT email address). For this reason 
staff must not forward email from their accounts to addresses outside the sth.nhs.uk domain 
e.g. University email accounts. See also Section 4.2.2, below 

Good practice is to inform any recipient that the PID has been dispatched and to expect it. 

4.2.2. Use of Email to Other NHS Organisations 

PID and sensitive information must not be sent to an email address outside the Trust domain 
(those that do not end with sth.nhs.uk) unless it is sent by NHSmail from a Trust PC or as an 
encrypted and password protected attached file. 

Use the NHSmail System 

NHSmail is the email and directory service designed specifically for NHS staff and has been 
designed for securely exchanging data between NHS organisations. Its use is approved by 
the BMA and the Department of Health for the transfer of clinical data.  

It must however be stressed that it is only secure if both the sender and recipient are using 
the NHSmail system. 

This form of email interchange is mandated for use by the Trust and its partners for Cancer 
Multi Disciplinary Teams communication. The supporting policy, procedure and guidelines 
are available on request from hayley.williams@sth.nhs.uk., the Trust Cancer Services 
Manager. 

If you have not got an NHSmail account you can set one up by following the instructions 
below: 

a) Go to www.nhs.net and click on the 'Register Here' button 

b) Follow the instructions and search for your LastName and Organisation 'begins with' 
= Sheffield 

c) If only one entry appears against your name, select it, click ‘Register Me’ and follow 
the further instructions to set up the account. 

d) If more than one possible match is presented, the additional details displayed 
(department, email address and phone) should allow you to determine which one is 
you.  Again select the correct entry, click ‘Register Me’ and follow the further 
instructions. 

e) If your name is not listed or you cannot determine which of a number of entries might 
be you, contact the IT Helpdesk to seek guidance or request that you be setup on the 
system. 
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f) Users who are unable to remember their password should in the first instance attempt 
to reset it by following the ‘Forgotten your password ?’ link on the sign-in screen and 
then providing the correct responses to their personal security questions, which are 
setup as part of the initial self-registration process.  If this process fails the user’s 
account will become locked and will need to be unlocked by contacting the IT 
Helpdesk. 

If you do not use your account regularly it will become locked and you will need to contact 
the IT Helpdesk to unlock it. 

4.2.3. Other Methods of Securing Email 

 If the NHSmail system cannot be used then the file of PID must be password and encrypted 
to an approved standard. 

 Encryption and Data Compression  

The Government’s and the ICO’s guidelines are that encryption should be applied to 
personal data that is held on hard drives, portable media (such as DVDs, CDs and USB 
drives), back-up tapes, computer networks (such as storage area networks) and off-site 
back-up services 

 In situations where files containing PID need to be transferred, the data should be 
compressed and encrypted by the use of ‘ZIP’ software. Whilst the Trust is using the CfH 
procured encryption tool, SafeBoot, there are issues regarding the use of this system for 
encrypting attached documents in emails. Consequently the Trust will continue to use an 
open source software tool called 7-ZIP for approved data flows unless other tools, such as 
WinZip or TrueCrypt are already in place. 

Encryption does not work in isolation from the other good practice in data handling 

 Note: The IT Department will only provide technical support for encryption processes that 
are established in connection with authorised data transfers. Users who have informed the 
Informatics Director of existing transfers and have been put on the central register will be 
contacted directly to ensure encryption is put in place.  

If you store PID or need to transfer data and have not informed the IGCS seek advice from 
them immediately. 

5. Use of Passwords 

 The Trust has a Policy and a Code of Practice on the use and construction of passwords: 

 http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/PasswordPolicy.pdf 

 http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/CodeOfPracticeInThe
UseOfPasswords.pdf 

 When using either of the two encryption systems detailed above passwords should be a 
minimum of eight but ideally twelve alphanumeric and control characters. Passwords or pass 
phrases must NEVER be sent with the same media as the encrypted data: they must either 
be sent separately or confirmed verbally to trusted recipients, preferably by phone to a 
named and known individual. 

6. Storage of PID on non Trust PCs and Other Hardware 

Trust PID should not be stored on home, non-Trust computers (this includes University 
computers), PDA’s or removable media without approval: Should approval be given, full 
encryption to Trust agreed standards will usually be mandated. 

However, facilities have been introduced to enable data to be accessed from home or other 
remote settings which most users find very helpful.  These facilities however increase the 
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risks surrounding data security and you are asked to take particular note of the next 
paragraph.   

If you are using Webmail or the Trust VPN services to access and download Trust PID or are 
transferring such data manually from the Trust for use in a remote or home setting on a 
personally owned or other wise supplied PC or Mac computer, the data must be saved to, 
and accessed from a Trust issued encrypted USB stick. Downloading or manually 
transferring PID or sensitive personal data to a local unencrypted hard drive or other none 
secured storage media is a major breach of these Procedures which, again, could lead, 
potentially, to disciplinary action. 

Encrypted USB sticks for use with both PC and Mac systems are available free of charge on 
application to the Department for Information Governance, Caldicott & SIRO Support (IGCS) 
and can be obtained on completion and submission of the form found in Appendix B of this 
document. 

7. Storage of PID on Trust PCs 

 Wherever possible PID should be stored on the Trust’s secure servers via users U: and S: 
drives and not on the PCs local C: drive. This will prevent the loss of data if the PC is stolen 
and also ensure that the data is backed-up and secured.  

 If this is not possible and PID needs to be stored on the local C: seek advice from the IT 
Help-Desk about using encryption on the PC.  

 The Trust has a Code of Practice for Storing and Managing Information on Computer Drives 

 http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/CodeOfPracticeForSto
ringDataOnNetworksAndComputerDrives.pdf  

8. Storage of PID on Laptop Computers 

Only laptop computers owned, maintained and configured to Trust standard specifications 
can be used to store PID. They must be password protected and encrypted using the 
‘SafeBoot’ encryption software. There are no situations in which use of a laptop to store PID 
without SafeBoot encryption is authorised or justified. Until the laptop has been registered 
and Safeboot properly installed, the laptop should be taken out of service, stored securely on 
Trust premises and the IGCS contacted immediately using infogov@sth.nhs.uk to arrange for 
its registration and SafeBoot installation. Any member of staff knowingly failing to comply 
with this instruction will be subject to disciplinary action and will potentially face dismissal. 

A Laptop Registration Form can be found in Appendix A of this document. 

 Following an audit of Trust laptops a programme of work is underway to contact all owners to 
make arrangements for the SafeBoot encryption software to be installed. This a progressive 
process, so if there is an urgent need to use the laptop for PID or to the storage of any other 
sensitive or confidential information, arrangements can be made to have it encrypted as 
above. 

 If it is planned to start using a Trust laptop to storage PID, the database should be 
registered, risk assessed and data mapped using the form in the link below: 

http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/D-04000-1-7-
1DPANotificationForm.pdf 

9. Use of USB Memory Sticks 

Only encrypted USB sticks and flash-drives supplied by the Trust IGCS are permitted for 
data transfer. This sort of moveable media should be used for transfer only and not as a 
permanent storage solution. To obtain an application form for a Trust encrypted USB stick, 
please complete Appendix B of this document, or contact IGCS on telephone 2265151, or 
email infogov@sth.nhs.uk.  
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Use of unencrypted USB sticks or similar unencrypted storage devices for the transfer or 
storage PID is strictly prohibited:  Any member of staff knowingly failing to comply with this 
instruction will be subject to disciplinary action and will potentially face allegations of gross 
misconduct. 

10. Use of Removable Media and Mobile Storage Devices 

 Removable media, mobile storage, computing, and processing devices include but are not 
limited to: 

 Tablets: including iPads, iPods and Android based machines 

 Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s) 

 BlackBerry Devices (Trust issued BlackBerry devices are encrypted) 

 Mobile Phones 

 Memory Sticks/Pens/Flashdrives 

 Portable Hard and Zip Drives 

 CDs, DVDs, Memory Cards, Floppy Disks 

 Use of any of the above to store PID, sensitive or confidential information is only authorised 
when it has been risk assessed by the IGCS and approved. Any member of staff knowingly 
failing to comply with this instruction will be subject to disciplinary action and will potentially 
face dismissal. 

 To start the risk assessment process, complete the document in Appendix C, namely the: 
“Removable and Portable Media Registration Form” 

11. Secure File Transfer 

 The Secure File Transfer (SFT) service is designed to replace physical media transfers (for 
example, CDs, DVDs, memory sticks etc) which are often sent by courier or hand delivered. 
This service makes the transferring of data much more secure, reducing the risk of the data 
being lost or getting into the wrong hands.  

The service enables transfer of personal or other sensitive data, regular but very small 
(under 100MB) data transfers and large but one-off, ad-hoc or occasional data transfers.  

 You should preferably use an NHSmail account in conjunction with SFT (see S.4.2.2. 
above). 

Sending data securely is achieved in three easy steps:  

 Register once with the Secure File Transfer (SFT) service at https://nww.sft.nhs.uk   

 Upload your data. The SFT will automatically advise your recipients. You can specify 
up to 10 people per transfer  

 Send the password you used to your recipients securely. You could use a phone call 
or send it using NHS mail. 

For the Secure Transfer Registration Page click the link below 

https://nww.sft.nhs.uk/sft/upload1  

 For the Secure Transfer User Guide click the link below 

 http://nww.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/infrasec/secure-file/SFT-User-Guide.pdf   

12. Storage and Transfer of Casenotes 

 Casenotes and other bulky confidential material should only be transported in suitable boxes, 
trolleys or containers and never in dustbin sacks, carrier bags or similar. They should not be 
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left unattended unless they are stored securely awaiting collection.  Transfers should only be 
via approved carriers to named recipients who should be informed of dispatch by the 
originator and be available to sign on receipt. If the recipient is not available at the receiving 
address further delivery advice should be obtained from the originator. If delivery still cannot 
be made, the material should be returned to the originator. Seek advice from the Medical 
Records Manager if you are unsure.  

Casenotes should never be left unattended in transit. 

13. Transfer by Surface Mail or Courier of PID, Sensitive or Confidential 
Information 

 All PID sent by surface mail or courier should have a tracking methodology to ensure 
location en route and a record of delivery and receipt must be kept.  

 PID on electronic removable media must not be sent by post or Courier services unless it is 
encrypted and password protected. 

Surface Mail 

Data should be securely packaged and should always be sent special delivery (NOT 
recorded) ensuring that it is trackable, and a receipt is required on delivery. Special delivery 
is a timed delivery service which means that the recipient can be advised of when to expect 
delivery: in the event of none delivery it has a capability to be tracked back to the originator. 
If the information within the package is written to any form of removable media, this should 
be encrypted using the Trust recommended encryption tools. On receipt of the removable 
media the recipient requests the encryption password from the original data owner and 
decrypts the information. 

Use of Couriers 

The transfer of data and information using courier services should be controlled using similar 
hard copy tracking methods as for surface mail. If the information within the package is 
written to any form of removable media, this should be encrypted using the Trust 
recommended encryption tools. 

TNT Courier Services are authorised and contracted to the Trust and should be used when 
transferring information. Records should be kept of dispatches and receipt should always be 
confirmed by the recipient. 

14. Transfer of PID, Sensitive or Confidential Information by Fax 

The Trust has a regulated approach to the transfers of PID by Fax. All Faxes that transfer 
PID have to be registered and risk assessed by the IGCS using the risk scoring methods as 
defined in Appendix 1 of the Safehaven Policy. Following approval through risk rating the  

FAX will be formally designated as a Safehaven as defined in the policy. All Safehavens 
must use the Trust approved designated front sheets for Fax transmission, selecting either 
the “Confidential” front sheet or the “General Use” front sheet as required. For further details 
regarding Safehavens please use the link below: 

http://nww.sth.nhs.uk/STHcontDocs/STH_Pol/InformationGovernance/SafeHavenPolicy.pdf  

15. Loss of PID, Laptops, Removable or Mass Storage Devices 

Any loss of PID on Trust Laptop Computers, removable media or mass storage devices must 
be reported as an IG Incident immediately. 

During working hours the IGCS should be informed and out of hours the Senior Manager on-
call should be contacted. The incident should also be reported via the Trust Incident 
Reporting Procedure and the Incident Form and all other documents should be copied to the 
Information Governance & Caldicott Support Manager (IGCSM). Loss of a Trust laptop 
should also be reported to the IT Help-Desk. 
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Where an IG Incident has taken place, either the Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO), or 
the Caldicott Guardian (CG) should also be informed, so that they are in a position to 
respond to enquiries from third parties and to avoid ‘surprises’. IG Incidents involving any 
form of PID will be classified on a scale of 0-5 in terms of either/both risk to reputation and 
risk to individuals. Determination of the level will ultimately devolve to the SIRO or CG 
following advice from the IGCSM. 

Note that the loss or theft of any removable material on which data has been encrypted to 
the Trust approved standard, is not an IG Incident unless you have reason to believe that the 
protection has been broken or improperly applied 

16. Destruction of Data  

When any electronic data is received and transferred on to more permanent storage it should 
be deleted from the removable media used to transport it using the Trust recommended 
deletion/wiping methods or destroyed. If you need to delete data contact the IT Help-Desk for 
advice. If media needs to be destroyed this should be done by a physical method such as 
shredding, special CD shredders can be purchased quite cheaply. 

17. Disciplinary Matters 

Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust mandates that all users comply with this 
procedure and all supporting Trust controlled documents. 

All security breaches and data losses caused by any failure to comply with the mandated 
procedural approach detailed in this controlled document will be considered a wilful or 
reckless breach of the Trust Conditions of Employment 

Such breaches and losses will be investigated in accordance with the disciplinary procedures 
applicable to all employees of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust; and to 
those engaged in Trust duties under a Letter of Authority/Honorary Contract or Work 
Experience programme or any such agreements made between the Trust and other 
employing organisations such as other NHS bodies or other third-parties such as contractors, 
researchers, students, visitors or volunteers. 

In all cases the Trust will act immediately to prevent a further breach and any member of 
staff knowingly failing to comply with this procedure will be subject to disciplinary action and 
which potentially will constitute gross misconduct.  
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18. Useful Contacts 

 

 

Kirsten Major 
Kirsten.Major@sth.nhs.uk  

Senior Information 
Risk Owner 
(SIRO) 

Board level over sight 

Tracey Harding 
Tracey.Harding@sth.nhs.uk   
Ext  14758 

Informatics 
Director 

High level Informatics decisions  

Peter Wilson 
peter.wilson@sth.nhs.uk 
Ext  65153 / 65151 

Information 
Governance, 
Caldicott & SIRO 
Support Manager 

IG & IS advice 
Approval of data transfers 
DPA advice/registration 
Laptop registration 
Encrypted USB sticks 
Risk assessment 

Fred Woodruff 
fred.woodruff@sth.nhs.uk  
Ext. 65515 

Information 
Security Manager 

IS advice 
Encrypted USB sticks 
Risk assessment 

Department for Information 
Governance, Caldicott & 
SIRO Support 
Infogov@sth.nhs.uk  
Ext. 65151 

General Office IG advice 
DPA advice/registration 
Laptop registration 
Booking laptop encryption 
Encrypted USB sticks 

 
Mark Talbot 
mark.talbot@sth.nhs.uk 
Ext  12011 

 
Medical Records 
Manager 

 
Advice on transfer of Casenotes 

IT Service Desk 
itservicedesk@sth.nhs.uk  
Ext  15369 

 NHSmail registration 
Use of encryption software for 
approved flows/storage 
Data destruction 
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4. Laptop’s usual location

defg
Department for 

Information Govenance & Caldicott Support
Information Governance Assurance

Laptop Audit Manual Reply Form
Please tick the appropriate box and complete the free .text areas where necessary. 
For additional information read the notes on the reverse of this form. 

Full name:

Department/Directorate

Department/Directorate address
Tel. No.

1. Complete only if you use a laptop in the course of your work for STHFT

Email address

2. Is your laptop owned, or configured by STHFT? YES NO

If YES, please enter the audit number

3. If not STHFT, select the owner

3a. Personal/Family 3b. University of Sheffield

3c. Sheffield Hallam University 3d. Professional Body

3e. Other Organisation

3f. Manufacturer 3g Model Number

3h. Serial Number

3i. Operating System: Windows 2000 Windows XP Windows Vista

Mac OS X Linux based Other O/S

Office (only) Home (only) Office & Home

Other

If other, please specify:

5. Is the laptop used solely by you? YES NO

If NO, please list all other users

6. Do you connect to the Trust’s network (for the intranet, or systems)? YES NO

7. Do you connect to any other network? YES NO

If YES, please provide details:

8. Is Person Identifiiable Data (PID) stored on the laptop? YES NO

If YES, please provide details

9. Is the laptop password protected (does every user require a password)? YES NO

10. Is encryption software installed on the laptop? YES NO DON’T KNOW

If YES, please give details of the encryption software installed

A
p

p
e

n
d

ix
 A

IGF004 Laptop Audit Manual Reply Form v.4

Ref: LAM  IG
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Guide to Audit  Questions

More detailed information about the audit questions is given below, some information needs to be

collected before you complete the audit form e.g. computer number, laptop model number, serial

number etc. It is therefore recommended that you print off this email as a reference document

before you complete the on-line audit form. 

(1) States the target audience for the form

(2) Answer YES if the laptop was purchased by the Trust for your use, the computer audit 

number is usually on a blue and silver metallic label headed STH IT Support Services or 

on an attached label, enter all audit number digits.

(3) If the laptop was not purchased by the Trust record who it was purchased by and detail the

manufacturer, model number, serial number (usually on a label on the base of themachine)

and the operating system (this is displayed when the machine is first switched on).

(4) Record where the laptop is used for the majority of the time.

(5) Please record the names of other staff who use the laptop if it is a shared machine.

(6) If the laptop is connected to the Trust’s network (for the Intranet or other systems 

e.g. PAS, InfoFlex, PROTON etc) by cable or a wireless link answer YES.

(7) If you connect the laptop to any other networks answer YES and give details e.g. 

University network, Home internet service provider (ISP) etc.

(8) Is Person Identifiable Data (PID) or other Sensitive or Confidential Information stored 

on the laptop. If the answer is YES please provide brief details.

(PID is defined as any patient or staff information which would enable that person’s identity to be 
established by one means or another. Sensitive or confidential information is regarded as 
information which if lost or misdirected could impact adversely on individuals, the organisation or 
the wider community. In addition to personal and clinical information confidential information 
could also include financial information, commercial information and details of any security 
arrangements).

(9) Answer YES if you have set up a personal password to enable you to access the laptop, 

this is in addition to the Username and Password you use to connect to the Trust network.

(10) Answer YES if you have any encryption software already installed or activated on the 

laptop e.g. TrueCrypt, Safeboot etc.

If you are unsure about any question contact the Department for Information 

Governance & Caldicott Support on Ext 65151 or email infogov@sth.nhs.uk for 

advice before you complete the audit form.

Information Governance Assurance

Laptop Audit Manual
Reply Form 



defg
Department for 

Information Govenance, Caldicott& SIRO Support

Floor 5, Weston Park Hospital

Whitham Road, Sheffield. S10 2SJ 

Tel: 0114-2265151 Fax: 0114-2265152

Email: infogov@sth.nhs.uk

Return to the above address on completion

Information Governance Assurance

Application for an encrypted USB
To register the requirement for a Trust supplied USB stick
enabling secure data flows and transfer of PID, sensitive and
confidential information. It is recommended best practice for
all Trust dataflows regardless of content to be by encrytpted
USB stick
USB sticks should NOT be used for permanent data storage. 

1. Name:

3. Department:

5. Reason(s) for application

Is the stick to be used on a) A PC b) A Mac Both

2. Designation:

4. Tel/bleep/email:

9. Have all the data flows/transfers been mapped and registered with IG? YES NO

10. If 9 is yes, please supply Data Mapping reference number(s) where appropriate

11. If 9 is no, please complete a Data Mapping Notification Form for each data flow or transfer

7. Have the data flows/transfers been approved? (PID or similar only) YES NO

12. In completing the above information and signing this form, I apply for a Trust encrypted
USB stick to be issued for my use under the terms and conditions of the Trust’s 
relevant information security policies and procedures, including Trust mandated 8 digit alpha-
numeric passwords as a minimum.
I understand that the stick remains the property of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust, and must be surrendered in the event that I leave the Trust’s employ.

8. If 7 is yes, who approved the data flows?

Signed Dated d d m m y y

Information Governance use only:

Form checked and validated by Title

Stick: issued refused Refusal reason

Signed Dated Stick Serial No. IG Stick Size-2Gb

IGF001 USB Stick application V4.5. 17/11/10

Ref: USB  IG

6. Details of data regularly transferred using the device (list all that apply)

Continue on a separate sheet if necessary

Please note: failure to provide details of existing and proposed PID data flows and transfers using the Notification
Form could delay or prevent a Trust approved and registered encrypted USB stick being issued. Use of unencrypted
USB sticks for the transfer of PID breaches Trust policies and procedures and could lead to disciplinary action. 

Please note: it is Trust policy that all portable electronic storage media such as USB sticks that could contain PID
must be encrypted, and the data mapped and registered. All external electronic data flows by e-mail that do contain
PID must be encrypted, data mapped and registered, unless sent by NHS-mail to another NHS-mail account when
they should be data mapped and registered. Electronic data flows within the Trust network, ie to other internal
departments and via internal sth.nhs.uk e-mail to an sth.nhs.uk e-mail address need not be registered. External
hard copy data flows of PID should be mapped and registered even if the flow is from campus to campus. 
See related Information Governance policies and procedures for further information.

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

Note: anonymised and pseudonymised data
is not PID: see overleaf



Anonymised and 
Pseudonymised Data
Definitions

Department for
Information Governance & Caldicott Support

defg

Anonymised data

Data concerning an individual from which the identity of the individual cannot be determined. The

second Caldicott principle is that patient identifiable information should not be used unless

absolutely necessary: use anonymised data instead.

In practice, anonymised data should exclude the name, address and full post code, and any 

other information which when combined with other information likely to be held by or available

to the recipent could allow the individual to be identified. 

Unique identifiers such as hospital or NHS number should also be excluded if there is any 

possibility that any recipient of the data has access to the 'key' to that identifier and could thereby

trace the identity of the individual.See pseudonymisation, below..

Anonymised and aggregated information can only be used for justified purposes. Staff must 

ensure that individuals cannot be identified from the information

Pseudonymised Data

The European Commission on Data Protection (DP) has defined pseudonymised data as non-

personal data and not subject to the Data Protection Directive in certain instances.

In its “Opinion 4/2007 on the concept of personal data”, the European Commission Article 29 Data

Protection Working Party (WP) clarified the notion of "personal data" thus enhancing legal certainty

through the uniform interpretation of the EC Directive 95/46/EC. The document describes the

following conditions necessary to consider pseudonymised data as non-personal data and thus not

subject to the Directive:

• the Data Controller pseudonymises or key-codes Personally Identifiable 

Data (PID) to be given to a Data Processor that does not receive the key

• the goal of the processing must not be to identify individuals and influence or treat 

them differently from others.

Pseudonymisation is a Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET), is essentially the replacement of

Personally Identifiable Data (PID) – such as name, address or account number – with

pseudonyms. Key-coded data are a classical example of pseudonymisation. Personally Identifiable

Data (PID) is earmarked by codes, while the link between the code and the PID (like name, date of

birth, address, etc.) is kept separately. Pseudonymised data can be used for audits, research,

analysis, and administrative tasks or other work that requires access to relationships and trends in

the data but not to PID.



defg
Department for 

Information Govenance & Caldicott Support

Floor 5, Weston Park Hospital

Whitham Road, Sheffield. S10 2SJ 

Tel: 0114-2265151 Fax: 0114-2265152

Email: infogov@sth.nhs.uk

Return to the above address on completion

Information Governance Assurance
Registration of removable and portable
electronic storage media used for the
transfer of Trust Personal Identifiable Data
(PID), Sensitive & Confidential Information

1. Name:

3. Department:

5. Media type, make and model

6. Is it a) Trust issued? YES NO b) Personal? YES NO

2. Designation:

4. Tel/bleep/email:

14. Have all the data flows/transfers been mapped and registered with IG? YES NO

15. If 14 is yes, please supply Data Mapping reference number(s) where known.

16. If 14 is no, please complete a Data Mapping Notification Form for each data flow or transfer

10. Have the data storage/transfers been risked assessed? YES NO

10. Have the data flows/transfers been approved? YES NO10. Have the data flows/transfers been approved? YES NO10. Have the data flows/transfers been approved? YES NO11. If 10 is yes, who risk assessed the data storage/transfers?

13. If 12 is yes, who approved the data flows?

Signed

Dated d d m m y y d d m m y y

Information Governance use only:

Form checked & validated by

Signed

Data entry

IGF003 Registration of removable & portable media devices v.1 030209

Ref: RPM  IG

9. Details of PID regularly stored on or transferred using the device (list all that apply)

Continue on a separate sheet if necessary

Please note: failure to provide details of existing and proposed PID data flows and transfers using the Notification &
Data Mapping Form  breaches Trust policies and procedures and could lead to disciplinary action. 

Please note: it is Trust policy that all removable or portable electronic storage media that contain PID and other
sensitive and confidential information must be encrypted, and the data mapped and registered. All external
electronic data flows by e-mail that contain PID must be encrypted, data mapped and registered, unless sent by
NHS-mail to another NHS-mail account when they should be data mapped and registered. Electronic data flows
within the Trust network, ie to other internal departments and via internal sth.nhs.uk e-mail to an sth.nhs.uk e-mail
address need not be registered. External hard copy data flows of PID should be mapped and registered even if the
flow is from campus to campus. 
See related Information Governance policies and procedures for further information.

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

IGA

Note: anonymised and pseudonymised data
is not PID: see overleaf

Use this form for all types removable & portable storage devices,
except USB sticks and laptops. 
Only encrypted USB sticks registered and issued by the Trust
should be used for PID, to apply use form IG
Laptops should be registered separately using form IG

7. Is it a) Password protected? YES NO b) Encrypted? YES NO

8. If 7b) is yes, is the encryption security level? a) 128bit AES b) 256bit AES

12. Have the data flows/transfers been approved? YES NO

I confirm Registration of the above device and confirm all
data flows are mapped and encryption standards engaged



Anonymised and 

Pseudonymised Data

Definitions

Removable and Portable

Electronic Storage Media

Definitions

Department for
Information Governance & Caldicott Support

defg

Anonymised data

Data concerning an individual from which the identity of the individual cannot be determined. The

second Caldicott principle is that patient identifiable information should not be used unless

absolutely necessary: use anonymised data instead.

In practice, anonymised data should exclude the name, address and full post code, and any 

other information which when combined with other information likely to be held by or available

to the recipent could allow the individual to be identified. 

Unique identifiers such as hospital or NHS number should also be excluded if there is any 

possibility that any recipient of the data has access to the 'key' to that identifier and could thereby

trace the identity of the individual.See pseudonymisation, below..

Anonymised and aggregated information can only be used for justified purposes. Staff must 

ensure that individuals cannot be identified from the information

Pseudonymised Data

The European Commission on Data Protection (DP) has defined pseudonymised data as non-

personal data and not subject to the Data Protection Directive in certain instances.

In its “Opinion 4/2007 on the concept of personal data”, the European Commission Article 29 Data

Protection Working Party (WP) clarified the notion of "personal data" thus enhancing legal certainty

through the uniform interpretation of the EC Directive 95/46/EC. The document describes the

following conditions necessary to consider pseudonymised data as non-personal data and thus not

subject to the Directive:

• the Data Controller pseudonymises or key-codes Personally Identifiable 

Data (PID) to be given to a Data Processor that does not receive the key

• the goal of the processing must not be to identify individuals and influence or treat 

them differently from others.

Pseudonymisation is a Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET), is essentially the replacement of

Personally Identifiable Data (PID) – such as name, address or account number – with

pseudonyms. Key-coded data are a classical example of pseudonymisation. Personally Identifiable

Data (PID) is earmarked by codes, while the link between the code and the PID (like name, date of

birth, address, etc.) is kept separately. Pseudonymised data can be used for audits, research,

analysis, and administrative tasks or other work that requires access to relationships and trends in

the data but not to PID.

Removable and portable electronic storage media devices may include, but are not limited to

palmtops, Blackberrys, laptops, net books, mobile phones, digital cameras, flash drives (including

compactflash and USB pen drives), portable hard disk drives, floppy diskettes, CDs, DVDs, HD-

DVDs. 

Due to the portability of these devices, care needs to be taken to ensure their physical security to

prevent potential compromise through loss or theft. 

Refer to Trust policies and procedures relating to hardware and physical security, encryption and

password protection, data and information transfer protocols. Failure to protect PID, sensitive and

confidential information may be classed as a breach of Trust policy and  could result in disciplinery

action.
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